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THE PROBLEMS OF THE MODERN ORTHOGRAPHY 
 
 In the last several years the Department of Modern Bulgarian with the Institute 
for Bulgarian Language has been working on the creation of a new spelling dictionary, to 
be out of press within a few months. This issue of the Bulgarian Language Journal 
features contributions addressing different aspects of Bulgarian spelling authored by 
some of the scholars on the dictionary team. 
 Milen Tomov's paper deals with the theoretical aspects of the codification of 
spelling in light of the theory of literary languages. Continuing along the same line and 
centring the discussion on the forthcoming publication and the already printed 
introductory part of the dictionary – Spelling and Punctuation of Bulgarian. Basic Rules 
– Ruska Stancheva spells out the opinion that abrupt changes in spelling should not be 
attempted, but certain normative rules need to be further specified so as to be easier to 
acquire by speakers. In her paper Katya Charalozova clarifies the revisions made to part 
of the rules and the specifications included in them. Tatyana Alexandrova's contribution 
is focused on a topic that is not independently treated in the new spelling dictionary. This 
paper is indicative of the team's intention to continue their work on the dictionary not 
only in terms of enlarging the vocabulary, but also with a view to expanding the scope of 
the introductory section by addressing issues only marginally covered for the time being.  
 Spelling is also discussed in the linguistic competence section. The focus is on 
the accent doublets included in the dictionary. Besides, the spelling of the forms of some 
loan nouns is addressed, as well as the addition of new lexemes to the dictionary 
vocabulary.  
 The Journal’s issue presented herein does not aim to cover in full all the 
questions related to the current state of Bulgarian spelling, spelling norm and its 
codification. It presents but a snapshot that outlines the methodology adopted in the 
creation of the dictionary and the particular issues that have engaged the attention of the 
experts who have been studying Bulgarian spelling. 
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